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 NET support for .NET Micro 2.1, 2.2, 3.0, 3.1 and 4.0 The SDKs are tested to work on Windows 7, 8 and 10. For other
platforms and OS version download the corresponding SDK from this website Compiling To compile the code you can use a

command line: To build a project, use the RIDE7 SDK CLI tool from the command line. The tool will give the list of supported
and unsupported functions for each architecture. To use all the features of the tool, you need to use -o/--out option with your

project file name. The tool will generate a binary file in the RIDE7 output directory and the name will be the project name with
the ".c" extension replaced by the ".bin" The resulting binary file can be loaded on a STM32F10x device using the tool STLink.
The debugging tool The IDE The project files can be saved as text files, using the extension ".cproject" and ".csproject" (like
Visual Studio C# and C++). The tool will automatically change the extension of the project file when you open it. The IDE is
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actually an environment in which you can load your project and its files and you can use the debugger, the configuration, the
code editor, the code syntax and the way to generate a binary file from your project. The environment consists of the following
modules: IDE itself Project Manager Project Explorer File navigator and explorer Configuration Manager Code editor Syntax
Highlighting Syntax error parser Code analyzer and pre-processor analyzer Run Debugger Project Configuration Manager The
tool will ask you to select your project file and then open it. In the IDE, you can load all the files and folders in the project file

and create new files or folders. You can set a breakpoint on any code line and execute it. For each line executed, you can
modify the value and the watchpoint list. You can also get the call stack, when a function or a method is executed. You can also
execute a debug session, that can be stopped by pressing the debug button. A new tab will be displayed, where you can see the

values of the watchpoints and their value. You can also modify the values from this window. To get a binary file from the
project you can use the generate button on 520fdb1ae7
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